The Commission has a statutory mandate to issue a labeling Rule. I strongly believe, however, that this mandate does not require the Rule to include the highly detailed and prescriptive requirements in the current Rule. For example, the Rule specifies the trim size dimensions for labels, including the precise width (between 5 1/4" to 5 5/8") and length (between 7 5/8" and 7 7/8"), the number of picas for the copy set (between 27 and 29); the type style (Arial) and setting; the weight of the paper stock on which the labels are printed (not less than 58 pounds per 500 sheets or equivalent); and a suggested minimum peel adhesive capacity of 12 ounces per square inch.

In 2020, the Commission sought comment on some of these prescriptive provisions and received some helpful and thoughtful comments. Unfortunately, the Commission did not make changes based on those comments but instead chose to make only required conforming changes at that time. I applaud the decision today to seek comment on the Rule more broadly, to ask specifically about these highly prescriptive requirements, and to consider making changes to streamline the Rule. I look forward to reviewing the comments.
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6 See Dissenting Statement of Commissioner Christine S. Wilson on the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking: Energy Labeling Rule (Dec. 20, 2020) (expressing my view that the Commission should seek comment to the labeling program, whether the label location and other requirements should be updated to reflect current shopping patterns, and whether the label content should be revised to reduce unnecessary burdens). The document also addresses issues related to reporting and refrigerator labels.

Since 2018, I have urged the Commission to seek comment on the more prescriptive aspects of this Rule.1

15 U.S.C. 115.1 It did so by switching from a blanket licensing regime that became available on January 1, 2021, to mandating a blanket license for reproducing mechanical “license availability date”),2
administered by a mechanical licensing collective (the “MLC”) designated by the Copyright Office (the “Office”). Digital music providers (“DMPs”) are able to obtain this new statutory mechanical blanket license (the “blanket license”) to make digital phonorecord deliveries of nondramatic musical works, including in the form of permanent downloads, limited downloads, or interactive streams (referred to in the statute as “covered activity” where such activity qualifies for a blanket license), subject to various requirements, including reporting obligations. DMPs also have the option to engage in these activities, in whole or in part, through voluntary licenses with copyright owners.

The MMA did not address or amend the Copyright Act’s rules governing termination or derivative works. The Copyright Act permits authors or their heirs, under certain circumstances and within certain windows of time, to terminate the exclusive or nonexclusive grant of a transfer or license of an author’s copyright in a work or of any right under a copyright. The statute, however, contains an exception with respect to “derivative works.” A derivative work is “a work based upon one or more preexisting works, such as a . . . musical arrangement, . . . sound recording, . . . or any other form in which a work may be recast, transformed, or adapted.” The derivative works exception (the “Exception”) states that “[a] derivative work prepared under authority of the grant before its termination may continue to be utilized under the terms of the grant after its termination, but this privilege does not extend to the preparation after the termination of other derivative works based upon the copyrighted work covered by the terminated grant.” The Second Circuit observed that:

[The] Exception reflects Congress’s judgment that the owner of a derivative work should be allowed to continue to use the derivative work after termination, both to encourage investment by derivative work proprietors and to assure that the public retains access to the derivative work. Without the Exception, the creator of a derivative work (and, indeed, the public at large) could be held hostage to the potentially exorbitant demands of the owner of the copyright in the underlying work.

A question has arisen regarding the application of the Exception in the context of the blanket license when a songwriter exercises her right to terminate her agreement with a music publisher. Because the statute is silent on this issue and no court has addressed it, the Office is engaging in a rulemaking to ensure that there is a full airing of the issue and development of the relevant facts. The Office is undertaking this rulemaking to provide definitive guidance regarding the appropriate application of the Exception to the blanket license and to direct the MLC to distribute royalties consistent with the Office’s guidance.

II. Procedural Background

On September 17, 2020, as a part of its work to implement the MMA, the Office issued an interim rule adopting regulations concerning reporting requirements under the blanket license (the “September 2020 Rule”). During proceedings to promulgate the September 2020 Rule, the MLC submitted comments and a regulatory proposal directly implicating the Exception. The MLC proposed to require DMPs to report the date on which each sound recording is first reproduced by the DMP on its server. The MLC reasoned that, as a result of the new blanket licensing system, the server fixation date is “required to determine which rights owner is to be paid where one or more grants pursuant to which a musical work was reproduced in a sound recording has been terminated pursuant to Section 203 or 304 of the [Copyright] Act.”

As the MLC explained it, “because the sound recording is a derivative work, it may continue to be exploited pursuant to the ‘panoply of contractual obligations that governed pre-termination uses of derivative works by derivative work owners or their licensees.’” The MLC took the position that the new blanket license can be part of this “panoply,” and therefore, if the blanket license “was issued before the termination date, the post-termination owner is paid. Otherwise, the post-termination owner is paid.” The MLC further explained that “under the prior NOI regime, the license date for each particular musical work was considered to be the date of the NOI for that work,” but “[u]nder the new blanket license, there is no license date for each individual work.” The MLC believed that “the date that the work was fixed on the DMP’s server—which is the initial reproduction of the work under the blanket license—is the most accurate date for the beginning of the license for that work.”

The MLC’s proposal attracted significant attention from groups representing songwriter interests, who were concerned with protecting termination rights and ensuring that those rights were not adversely affected by anything in the rulemaking proceeding or any action taken by the MLC. For example, the Recording Academy voiced concerns that the MLC’s proposal “would diminish termination rights” and urged that the “rulemaking should not imply or assume that a terminated party

---

11 MLC NOI Reply Comments at 19; see also MLC NOI Initial Comments at 20; MLC Ex Parte Letter at 6–7 (Feb. 26, 2020); MLC Ex Parte Letter at 6–7 (Apr. 3, 2020).
12 MLC NOI Reply Comments at 19 (quoting Woods v. Bourne Co., 60 F.3d 978, 987 [2d Cir. 1995]); see also MLC Ex Parte Letter at 6–7 (Feb. 26, 2020); MLC Ex Parte Letter at 6–7 (Apr. 3, 2020). The “panoply” concept is discussed in greater detail below.
13 See MLC Ex Parte Letter at 6–7 (Feb. 26, 2020); MLC Ex Parte Letter at 6–7 (Apr. 3, 2020).
14 MLC Ex Parte Letter at 6–7 (Apr. 3, 2020). In this context, “NOI” is referring to notices of intention to obtain a statutory mechanical license under section 115. Under the pre-MMA song-by-song statutory licensing regime, DMPs needed to serve an NOI on a copyright owner (or file one with the Office, in certain situations) to obtain a statutory mechanical license for a musical work. See 37 CFR 201.16 (2017).
15 MLC Ex Parte Letter at 6–7 (Feb. 26, 2020).
necessarily continues to benefit from the blanket license after termination.”

Songwriters of North America (“SONA”) and Music Artists Coalition (“MAC”) jointly expressed “serious reservations about [the MLC’s] approach, which would seemingly redefine and could adversely impact songwriters’ termination rights.” The Office shared those concerns and sought to account for them in its September 2020 Rule. There, the Office adopted reporting requirements for DMPs, including the sound recording’s “server fixation date,” “street date,” and “estimated first distribution date.” However, the Office explained that it was requiring DMPs to provide such information to the MLC because the record suggested that the transition to the blanket license represented a significant change to the status quo that may eliminate certain dates, such as NOI dates, that may have historically been used in post-termination activities, such as the renegotiation and execution of new agreements between the relevant parties to continue their relationship on new terms. The Office further made clear that it was not adopting or endorsing a specific proxy for a grant date with respect to termination. As the Office explained, “[t]he purpose of this rule is to aid retention of certain information that commenters [including groups representing songwriter interests] have signaled may be useful in facilitating post-termination activities, such as via inclusion in letters of direction to the MLC, that may not otherwise be available when the time comes if not kept by the DMPs.”

In adopting the September 2020 Rule, the Office did not expressly address the question of how the blanket license interacts with the statutory termination provisions. There was no need to offer the Office’s interpretation because that particular proceeding was focused on DMP reporting requirements rather than termination issues. The Office stressed that it was not making any substantive judgment about the proper interpretation of the termination provisions, the Exception, or their application to section 115. Nor was the Office opining on how the Exception, if applicable, may operate in the context of the blanket license, including with respect to what information may or may not be appropriate to reference in determining who is entitled to royalty payments.

At the same time, the Office cautioned the MLC that it was not convinced of the need for a default process for handling termination matters. Rather, the Office agreed with other commenters that “it seems reasonable for the MLC to act in accordance with letters of direction received from the relevant parties, or else hold applicable royalties pending direction or resolution of any dispute by the parties.” The Office explained that having a default method of administration for terminated works in the normal course “might stray the MLC from its acknowledged province into establishing what would essentially be a new industry standard based on an approach that others argue is legally erroneous and harmful to songwriters.” Additionally, as requested by several commenters representing songwriter interests, the Office adopted express limiting language in the regulations to make clear that nothing in the related DMP reporting requirements should be interpreted or construed as affecting termination rights in any way or as determinative of the date of the relevant license grant.

In 2021, the MLC adopted a dispute policy concerning termination that does not follow the Office’s rulemaking guidance. Instead, its policy established a default method for determining the recipient of post-termination royalties in the ordinary course where there is no resolution via litigation or voluntary agreement. Declining to heed the Office’s warning, the MLC’s policy assumes that the Exception applies to the blanket license and uses various proxy dates to determine who to pay under the blanket license. In meetings with the Office, the MLC described its policy as a middle ground and explained that the policy was intended, in part, to avoid circumstances where parties’ disputes could cause blanket license royalty payments to be held, pending resolution of the dispute, to the disadvantage of both songwriters and publishers. The Office appreciates the MLC’s interest in advancing the overarching goal of ensuring prompt and uninterrupted royalty payments. But, having reviewed the MLC’s policy, the Office is concerned that it conflicts with the MMA, which requires that the MLC’s dispute policies “shall not affect any legal or equitable rights or remedies available to any copyright owner or songwriter concerning ownership of, and entitlement to royalties for, a musical work.”

Because the MLC’s policy embodies a legal interpretation of the Exception that conflicts with the Office’s prior guidance, it is necessary to revisit the termination issue more directly and to squarely resolve the unsettled question of how termination law intersects with the blanket license. Specifically, the Office seeks to provide clarity concerning the application of the Exception to the blanket license. Doing so would provide much needed business certainty to music publishers and songwriters. It would enable the MLC to appropriately operationalize the distribution of post-termination royalties in accordance with existing law. Moreover, without the uniformity in application that a regulatory approach brings, the Office is concerned that the MLC’s ability to distribute post-termination royalties efficiently would be negatively impacted. The Office appreciates that the MLC “welcomes guidance from the Office on the interpretation of the law [of termination]” and hopes this proceeding will resolve the uncertainty surrounding this issue.

III. The Copyright Office’s Regulatory Authority

The Office believes that it is properly within its authority under the MMA and section 702 of the Copyright Act to resolve this unsettled question of law. To carry out the MMA’s new blanket licensing regime, Congress invested the Office with “broad regulatory

17 Recording Academy Ex Parte Letter at 2 (June 26, 2020).
18 SONA & MAC NPRM Comments at 8–11.
19 37 CFR 210.27(m)(3) and (4); see 85 FR 58134–35.
20 85 FR 58133.
21 Id. at 58134.
22 Id. at 58133–34.
23 Id. at 58132.
24 Id.
25 Id.
26 Id. (further explaining that the information that may be relevant in administering termination rights may not be the same as what the MLC may be able to most readily obtain and operationalize); see id. at 58133 (observing that “while the MLC does not see its function as enforcing termination rights or otherwise resolving disputes over terminations or copyright ownership, stating repeatedly that it takes no position on what the law should be and that it is not seeking to change the law, its position on the proposed rule remains in tension with its stated goals,” and concluding that “it does not seem prudent to incentivize the MLC to make substantive decisions about an unsettled area of the law on a default basis”).
27 See 37 CFR 210.27(m)(5); 85 FR 58132.
29 Id. at Ex. A.
30 See 17 U.S.C. 115(d)(3)(K)(iii); see also Recording Academy Ex Parte Letter at 1–2 (June 26, 2020). Despite the statute’s language, the MLC has no interest in altering, changing, or diminishing the termination rights of songwriters, it was clearly conveyed that one of the primary reasons for seeking this data is to determine the appropriate payee for the use of a musical work that is the subject of a termination. The Academy’s view is that using the data in this way would diminish termination rights.”
31 MLC Ex Parte Letter at 2 (June 26, 2020).
authority”32 to “conduct such proceedings and adopt such regulations as may be necessary or appropriate to effectuate the provisions of [the MMA pertaining to the blanket license].”33 The Office is to exercise this authority “in a manner that balances the need to protect the public’s interest with the need to let the [MLC] operate without over-regulation.”34 As Congress anticipated, “[a]lthough the legislation provides specific criteria for the [MLC] to operate, it is to be expected that situations will arise that were not contemplated by the legislation. The Office is expected to use its best judgment in determining the appropriate steps in those situations.”35

Under the MMA, the MLC is to adopt (and has adopted) various policies and procedures in connection with its administration of the blanket license. Congress “expected that such policies and procedures will be thoroughly reviewed by the Register to ensure the fair treatment of interested parties in such proceedings given the high bar in seeking redress” under the MLC’s limitation on liability contained in section 115(d)(11)(D).36 In entrusting the Office with express authority to fill statutory gaps in connection with the blanket license, Congress recognized that “[t]he Copyright Office has the knowledge and expertise regarding music licensing through its past rulemakings and . . . assistance . . . during the drafting of [the MMA].”37

While this proposed rule is primarily focused on termination issues, this rulemaking ultimately reflects the Office’s oversight and governance of the MLC’s reporting and payment obligations to copyright owners. The Office has previously promulgated regulations regarding the MLC’s reporting and distribution of royalties to copyright owners.38 In doing so, the Office observed that “[t]he accurate distribution of royalties under the blanket license to copyright owners is a core objective of the MLC” and concluded that “it is consistent with the larger goals of the MMA to prescribe specific royalty reporting and distribution requirements through regulation[and] that the Register of Copyrights has the authority to promulgate these rules under the general rulemaking authority in the MMA.”39

Beyond the MMA, the Office also has relevant authority under section 702 of the Copyright Act to “establish regulations not inconsistent with law for the administration of the functions and duties made the responsibility of the Register under [title 17].”40 Courts have concluded that the Office has both authority to “issue regulations necessary to administer the Copyright Act” and “interpret the Copyright Act,” and its interpretations of the Copyright Act have been granted deference.41 The Office’s authority to interpret title 17 in the context of statutory licenses in particular has long been recognized and courts routinely defer to the Office’s interpretations.42

IV. Legal Background

A. The Copyright Act’s Termination Provisions

The current termination provisions were adopted as part of the Copyright Act of 1976 and grew out of frustration with the prior law’s attempted protections against inadequate author remuneration. Those earlier provisions provided that, after an initial twenty-eight-year copyright term, the copyright in a work could be extended by the author or their heirs for a renewal term, if they complied with publication formalities.43 As the Office had noted, these earlier provisions “largely failed to accomplish the purpose of protecting authors and their heirs against improvident transfers, and has been the source of much confusion and litigation.”44 This was, in part, because it was “a common practice for publishers and others to take advanced assignments of future renewal rights” at the time of the original license.45

The aim of the revisions made by the 1976 Copyright Act was “to protect authors against unremunerative transfers and to get rid of the complexity, awkwardness, and unfairness of the renewal provision.”46 In particular, Congress sought to address problems stemming from “the unequal bargaining position of authors and from the impossibility of determining a work’s value until it has been exploited.”47 The current termination

provisions that resulted were the subject of much debate prior to their enactment.\textsuperscript{48} When adopting the new provisions, Congress explained that the termination provisions “reflect[ ] a practical compromise that will further the objectives of the copyright law while recognizing the problems and legitimate needs of all interests involved.”\textsuperscript{49} The Supreme Court would later comment on Congress’s purpose in creating a termination right, stating:

[The concept of a termination right itself, was] obviously intended to make the rewards for the creativity of authors more substantial. More particularly, the termination right was expressly intended to relieve authors of the consequences of ill-advised and unremunerative grants that had been made before the author had a fair opportunity to appreciate the true value of his work product. That general purpose is plainly defined in the legislative history and, indeed, is fairly inerferable from the text of the statute itself.\textsuperscript{50}

B. Application of the Exception by the Courts

While the application of the Exception can often be straightforward (e.g., “a film made from a play could continue to be licensed for performance after the motion picture contract had been terminated but any remake rights covered by the contract would be cut off”\textsuperscript{51}), there are instances where the Exception’s operation is less clear. Few courts have addressed the Exception and, to the Office’s knowledge, no court has dealt directly with the application of the Exception to a statutory license either before or after the passage of the MMA. Instead, the cases address the termination of voluntary licenses.

The most notable case addressing the Exception is the 1985 decision by the Supreme Court in \emph{Mills Music, Inc. v. Snyder}.\textsuperscript{52} In this case, a songwriter (Snyder) had assigned his copyright in a musical work to a publisher (Mills Music) and the publisher, pursuant to that grant, had then issued voluntary mechanical licenses to record companies. The sound recordings embodying the musical work prepared by the record companies pursuant to these mechanical licenses were the relevant derivative works. The songwriter’s heirs timely terminated his grant to the publisher. In a 5–4 decision, the divided Court found that, under its interpretation of the Exception, the publisher was entitled to continue receiving royalties from the record companies under the voluntary mechanical licenses even after the songwriter’s heirs terminated the underlying assignment with the publisher. The Court concluded that Congress did not intend for the Exception only to apply where there is a single direct grant (e.g., from songwriter to publisher) and not to apply where there is a chain of successive grants (e.g., from songwriter to publisher to record company). Rather, the Court reasoned that, where a derivative work had been prepared, the statute should be read “to preserve the total contractual relationship.”\textsuperscript{53}

The Court elaborated that, with respect to the particular facts in the case, defining the relevant “terms of the grant” as “the entire set of documents that created and defined each licensee’s right to prepare and distribute derivative works” meant preserving not only the record companies’ right to prepare and distribute the derivative works, but also their corresponding duty to pay the publisher any due royalties and the publisher’s duty to pay the songwriter’s heirs any due royalties.\textsuperscript{54} The Court surmised that if the underlying assignment from the songwriter to the publisher is not included as part of the relevant “terms of the grant” preserved under the Exception, then there would be no contractual or statutory obligation on the publisher or record companies to pay the songwriter’s heirs any royalties.\textsuperscript{55} The Court also explained that the Exception is defined by both the terms of the grant and when the derivative work was prepared.\textsuperscript{56}

The \emph{Mills Music} dissent would not have interpreted the Exception to permit the publisher to continue to benefit from the terminated grant (i.e., continuing to collect its share of the royalties due from the record companies under their licenses with the publisher).\textsuperscript{57} The dissent reasoned that the Copyright Act’s termination right “encompasses not only termination of the grant of copyright itself, but also termination of the grant of ‘any right under’ that copyright,” which in this case, included the right “to share in royalties paid by [the record company] licensees.”\textsuperscript{58} In support of its conclusion, the dissent noted, among other points, that the majority’s analysis of the Exception was inconsistent with the statutory mechanical license, observing that statutory mechanical license royalties are “payable to the current owner of the copyright,” who “[i]n this case, as all agree, . . . are the [songwriter’s] heirs.”\textsuperscript{59} The majority opinion responded to this critique by explaining that no statutory license was at issue in the case.\textsuperscript{60} It is noted in connection with the current rulemaking that the majority did not disagree with the dissent’s reasoning as it applies to the statutory mechanical license.\textsuperscript{61} In discussing such licenses, the majority calls them “self-executing” and distinguishes them from the voluntary mechanical licenses at issue in the case.\textsuperscript{62}

In reviewing the Copyright Act’s termination provisions and \emph{Mills Music}, the Nimmer copyright treatise agrees with the Court that because the statutory mechanical license is an operation of law, rather than “by the consent of the author or his successors,” it is “not subject to termination.”\textsuperscript{63} Nimmer observes that because a songwriter who terminates an

\textsuperscript{48}U.S. Copyright Office, \textit{General Guide to the Copyright Act of 1976}, ch. 6:1 (1977), https://www.copyright.gov/reports/guide-to-copyright.pdf (“It is generally acknowledged that during the early stages of the revision effort, ‘the most explosive and difficult issue’ concerned the provision for protecting authors against unfair copyright transfers.”); U.S. Copyright Office, \textit{Second Supplementary Report of the Register of Copyrights on the General Revision of the U.S. Copyright Law}, ch. XI, at 10 (1975) (explaining that “[t]he subject is inherently complex, and the bargaining over individual provisions was very hard indeed,” and that “[t]he result is an extremely intricate and difficult provision.”).


\textsuperscript{52}469 U.S. 153 (1985).

\textsuperscript{53}Id. at 163–64, 169.

\textsuperscript{54}Id. at 166–69.

\textsuperscript{55}Id. (“Although the termination has caused the ownership of the copyright to revert to the [songwriter’s heirs], nothing in the statute gives them any right to acquire any contractual rights that the Exception preserves. The [songwriter’s heirs]’ status as owner of the copyright gives them no right to collect royalties by virtue of the Exception from users of previously authorized derivative works . . . . [The licensees . . . have no direct contractual obligation to the new owner of the copyright. The licensees are merely contractually obligated to make payments of royalties under terms upon which they have agreed. The statutory transfer of ownership of the copyright cannot fairly be regarded as a statutory assignment of contractual rights.”)."

\textsuperscript{56}Id. at 164 (“[T]he boundaries of that Exception are defined by reference to the scope of the privilege that had been authorized under the terminated grant and by reference to the time the derivative works were prepared.”).

\textsuperscript{57}Id. at 178 (White, J., dissenting).

\textsuperscript{58}Id. at 178–79 (White, J., dissenting) (citing 17 U.S.C. 304(c)).

\textsuperscript{59}Mills Music, 469 U.S. at 185 n.12 (White, J., dissenting) (citing 17 U.S.C. 115(c)(1) (1985)).

\textsuperscript{60}Mills Music, 469 U.S. at 168 n.36.

\textsuperscript{61}The majority expressly agrees that “the termination has caused the ownership of the copyright to revert to the [songwriter’s heirs],” id. at 167–68. With respect to the implication for a section 115 license, the majority merely says that the dissent is “incorrect because it has assumed that the case involves self-executing compulsory licenses.” Id. at 168 n.36.

\textsuperscript{62}Id.

\textsuperscript{63}Melville B. Nimmer & David Nimmer, 3 Nimmer on Copyright sec. 11.02 n.121 (2022).
assignment to a publisher becomes the "copyright owner" of the musical work and the publisher's copyright ownership "would cease" at the point of termination, statutory mechanical license royalties would then "be payable solely to" the terminating songwriter.64 Goldstein's treatise takes a similar view.65

In a subsequent appellate case, Woods v. Bourne Co., the Second Circuit stated that "[t]he effect of Mills Music, then, is to preserve during the post-termination period the panoply of contractual obligations that governed pre-termination uses of derivative works by derivative work owners or their licensees."66 Woods involved a more complicated series of agreements, but as with Mills Music, the preparation of the derivative work began with a grant to a publisher and each pre-termination use at issue.").

The plain language of the statute is in accord. The Exception refers to "the grant before its termination," "the grant after its termination," and "the terminated grant."71 Thus, the "grant" referenced in the statute is a terminated grant. Because the blanket license cannot be terminated, it cannot be the terminated "grant" referenced in the text to which the Exception applies.

Section 115's blanket licensing regime is premised on the assumption that DMPs are not preparing derivative works pursuant to their blankets licenses. Instead, the statute envisions that DMPs operating under the blanket license are obtaining and licensing sound recording derivatives 72 from record companies or other sound recording licensors.73 In recording in a film soundtrack album were not covered by the Exception because the terms of the grant from the publisher to the record company did not authorize additional releases or inclusion in a film soundtrack, even if the grant from the songwriters to the publisher may have).

Although the blanket license cannot be terminated, as discussed below, that does not mean that entitlement to royalties is fixed. It travels with ownership of the copyright.71 17 U.S.C. 203(b)(1), 304(c)(6)(A).

Some sound recordings of musical works may not even necessarily be derivative works within the meaning of the Copyright Act. For example, where preparation of the musical work and sound recording are concurrent, the musical work is not a "preexisting work," so the sound recording is "based upon" the U.S.C. 101.

See, e.g., 17 U.S.C. 115(a)(1)(A)(I)(I)(I) (in describing one of the eligibility criteria, stating that "the sound recording copyright owner, or the authorized distributor of the sound recording copyright owner, has authorized the digital music provider to make and distribute digital phonorecord deliveries of the sound recording:").

V. Analysis

A. The Exception Does Not Apply in the Context of the Blanket License

1. The Blanket License Cannot Be Terminated Under Section 203 or 304 of the Copyright Act

To be subject to termination, a grant must be executed by the author or the author's heirs.68 The blanket license, however, is not executed by the author or the author's heirs. As a type of statutory license, the blanket license is "self-executing," such that it cannot be terminated.69 If a blanket license cannot be terminated, then it cannot be subject to an exception to termination; the license simply continues in effect according to its terms.70

The publisher, pursuant to that grant, authorized a musical work had made a grant to a publisher and the publisher, pursuant to that grant, authorized a record company to prepare a sound recording derivative of the musical work and release it as "Record No. SP 4182," the inclusion of the

this standard situation, DMPs would generally have two distinct sets of licenses: one to use the sound recordings offered through their service and another to use the underlying musical works.

If no derivative work is prepared "under authority of the grant," then the Exception cannot apply. Proponents of the Exception's application to the blanket license might argue that the blanket license should be construed as being included within a so-called "panoply" of grants pursuant to which a pre-termination derivative work of the musical work was prepared. However, the only panoply to which the blanket license could theoretically belong would be the grant (or chain of successive grants) emanating from the songwriter and extending to the record company (or other person) who prepared the sound recording derivative licensed to the DMP.

It is the Office's view that where no sound recording derivative is prepared pursuant to a DMP's blanket license, that blanket license is not part of any preserved grants that make the Exception applicable. The Exception, as interpreted by Mills Music, should not be read as freezing other grants related to, but outside of, the direct chain of successive grants providing authority to utilize the sound recording derivative, such as the musical work licenses obtained by DMPs.

First, any changes in, or even the loss of, a DMP's musical work licenses post-termination should not have any direct effect on a record company's authorization to continue utilizing a sound recording derivative under the terms of the preserved chain of pre-termination sound recording-related grants. While such a change or loss could affect a DMP's ability to utilize the sound recording—because it cannot make use of sound recording derivatives without the relevant musical work licenses—there does not appear to be any indication that the Exception is meant to preserve a DMP's ability to do so.74

64 Id. (citing Mills Music, 469 U.S. at 168 n.36; id. at 185 n.12 [White, J., dissenting]).
65 Paul Goldstein, Goldstein on Copyright sec. 5.4.1.1.a (3d ed. 2022) ("The requirement that, to be terminable, a grant must have been "executed" implies that compulsory licenses, such as section 115's compulsory license for making and distributing phonorecords of nondramatic musical works, are not subject to termination.").
66 Woods v. Bourne Co., 60 F.3d 978, 987 (2d Cir. 1995) ("Mills Music appears to require that where multiple levels of licenses govern use of a derivative work, the "terms of the grant" encompass the original grant from author to publisher and each subsequent grant necessary to enable the particular user at issue.").
67 Id. at 987–88. Another Second Circuit case emphasized the importance of the actual terms of the grant. Fred Ahlert Music Corp., 155 F.3d at 24–25 (concluding that where the co-authors of a musical work had made a grant to a publisher and the publisher, pursuant to that grant, authorized a record company to prepare a sound recording derivative of the musical work and release it as "Record No. SP 4182," the inclusion of the
Second, if the grants authorizing utilization of a sound recording derivative are separately preserved, then the major concern in Mills Music, regarding the continuity of contractual royalty obligations, is not present. Under the terms of the preserved chain of sound recording-related grants, a publisher would still be entitled to continue to be compensated by a record company and a songwriter would still be entitled to continue to then be compensated by the publisher for the record company’s post-termination uses of a sound recording derivative. A DMP’s musical work licenses would not need to be preserved to keep these sound recording-related contractual obligations intact post-termination.

Last, the Exception’s language does not support the inclusion of a DMP’s musical work licenses within a panoply of preserved sound recording-related grants where the DMP is not the derivative work preparer. As noted above, the word “grant” is used three times in the Exception and, according to the Supreme Court, all three references should be given a “consistent meaning.”57 While some might contend that the third reference, to “the terminated grant,” could refer to at least some types of DMP musical work licenses (e.g., a direct grant from a songwriter to the DMP), the other two references cannot.

The Exception’s first use of “grant” is to a “derivative work prepared under authority of the grant.” Here, the relevant derivative work triggering the Exception (i.e., the sound recording) was not prepared pursuant to any authority under the DMP’s musical work licenses (in contrast to the direct chain of sound recording-related grants that did authorize the sound recording’s preparation). Thus, the first use of “grant” cannot be referring to the DMP’s musical work licenses pursuant to which no derivative work was prepared. The second use, permitting the continued utilization of the derivative work “under the terms of the grant,” also cannot refer to a DMP’s musical work licenses for the same reason.76

3. Applying the Exception to the Blanket License Would Lead to an Extreme Result

Finally, the Office has an additional significant concern with the application of the Exception to a blanket license. If it applies, then it is not clear why it would only apply to the payee, as the MLC’s prior rulemaking comments seem to suggest. In Mills Music, the Court emphasized that the statute “refers to ‘the terms of the grant’—not to some of the terms of the grant.”77 Consequently, the Office believes that if the Exception applies, then it must apply to all of the blanket license’s terms. This would be extremely far reaching, as it would freeze in time everything from DMP reporting requirements and MLC royalty statement requirements to the rates and terms of royalty payments for using the license set by the CRJs. Any post-termination changes made by Congress to section 115 (without also abrogating the effect of the Exception) or by the Office or CRJs related to regulation would seem to be a nullity with respect to an applicable work, for DMPs, the MLC, copyright owners, and songwriters alike. It is improbable that Congress intended such an extreme result sub silentio. Such a construction of the Exception would be directly at odds with Congress’s clearly expressed intent for the CRJs to be empowered to adjust the rates and terms of the blanket license every five years.78 Moreover, as a practical matter, the Office is concerned about how the MLC could effectively administer a license that may need to be treated differently for each one of millions of works across nearly 50 different DMPs.

VI. Proposed Rule

The Office believes that the statute is ambiguous, as it does not directly speak to how the Exception operates in connection with the blanket license. It is not always clear from the plain meaning of the text which grants fall into the Exception, as demonstrated by divisions on the Supreme Court in Mills Music.80 Additionally, the significantly different nature of DMP blanket licenses, as compared to the record company voluntary licenses at issue in Mills Music, raises questions about how both the Exception and Mills Music’s interpretation should apply.

Based on the foregoing analysis of the statute, Congress’s intent, and the above-discussed authorities, the Office concludes that the MLC’s termination dispute policy is inconsistent with the law. Whether or not the Exception applies to a DMP’s blanket license (and the Office concludes that the Exception does not), the statute entitles the current copyright owner to the royalties under the blanket license, whether pre- or post-termination. In other words, the pre-termination copyright owner (i.e., the author, the author’s heirs, or their successors, such as a subsequent publisher granted) is due the post-termination royalties paid by the DMP to the MLC. Consequently, the Office is proposing a rule to clarify the

---

57 See Mills Music, 469 U.S. at 164–66. For reference, the Exception reads as follows: “A derivative work prepared under authority of the grant before its termination may continue to be utilized under the terms of the grant after its termination, but this privilege does not extend to the preparation after the termination of other derivative works based upon the copyrighted work covered by the terminated grant.” 17 U.S.C. 203(b)(1), 304(c)(6)(A) (emphasis added).
58 If a DMP actually did prepare a derivative work pursuant to the authority of a blanket license, so that the above analysis is inapplicable, the Exception still would not apply. As discussed in the previous section, a blanket license cannot be terminated; it simply continues in effect under its terms. Practically, however, the continued effect of a blanket license in this context is that the ability of the DMP to continue utilizing the relevant derivative work that it prepared remains preserved.
59 Mills Music, 469 U.S. at 167 n.35.
60 See 17 U.S.C. 115(c)(5)(E)-(F), 804(b)(4); see also id. at 803(c)(4) (providing the CRJs with continuing jurisdiction to “issue an amendment to a written determination” under certain circumstances).
61 Mills Music, 469 U.S. at 174, 177.
63 Id. at 201(d)(1) (“The ownership of a copyright may be transferred in whole or in part by any means of conveyance or by operation of law.”).
64 See Mills Music, 469 U.S. at 185 n.12 (White, J., dissenting); Melville B. Nimmer & David R. Nimmer, 3 Nimmer on Copyright sec. 11.02 n.121 (2022).
65 See Mills Music, 469 U.S. at 169 (“The contractual obligation to pay royalties survives the termination and identifies the parties to whom the payment must be made.”).
appropriate payee under the blanket license to whom the MLC must distribute royalties following a statutory termination.

The Office proposes a rule with two parts. The first part would make clear that the copyright owner of the musical work as of the end of the monthly reporting period is the one who is entitled to the royalties and any other related amounts (e.g., interest), including any subsequent adjustments, for the uses of the work during that period. The proposal provides that by “uses,” the Office means the covered activities engaged in by DMPs under blanket licenses as reported to the MLC. The proposed rule would also caveat that entitlement to royalties is subject to section 115(d)(3)(J), which requires the MLC, under certain circumstances, to make market-share-based distributions of unclaimed royalties for which the copyright owners are unknown.

The Office believes that the appropriate moment in time when a copyright owner becomes entitled to royalties is when the use of the relevant musical work by a DMP under a blanket license occurs. In line with the monthly reporting scheme set up by the MMA and the Office’s regulations, and in an effort to make the rule reasonably administrable for the MLC, the Office proposes using the last day of the relevant monthly reporting period instead of requiring the MLC to manage day-to-day ownership changes occurring mid-month. The Office seeks comments on this proposed approach, including whether some other point in time might be appropriate.

To avoid any doubt, the proposed rule would also explicitly provide that the Exception does not apply to blanket licenses. It would also provide that no one may claim that by virtue of the Exception they are the copyright owner of a musical work used pursuant to a blanket license.

The second part of the proposed rule would require the MLC to distribute royalties in accordance with the Office’s legal conclusions under the first part. The proposal includes an exception when the MLC is directed in writing to distribute the royalties in some other manner by the copyright owner identified under the first part or by the mutual written agreement of the parties to an ownership dispute. Letters of direction are commonly used in the music industry and the Office believes the proposed rule should accommodate such arrangements. More specifically, the Office appreciates and understands the MLC’s interest in avoiding circumstances where the existence of a dispute causes songwriters’ income streams to be interrupted. Under the proposed rule, the Office believes that it would be appropriate for the MLC to implement a policy that allows blanket license royalties to continue to be paid to an existing claimant (including a pre-termination copyright owner), despite the presence of an ownership dispute, if the parties to the dispute jointly submit a mutually agreed-to letter of direction requesting the continued payment subject to subsequent adjustment upon resolution of the dispute.

Because the MLC’s termination dispute policy is contrary to the Office’s interpretation of current law, the proposed rule would require the MLC to immediately repeal its policy in full. If the issue surrounding the Exception is resolved, it is not clear to the Office at this time why the MLC would need a separate dispute policy specifically for handling terminations that is different from its policy for other ownership disputes. The proposed rule would then also require the MLC to adjust any royalties distributed under the policy, or distributed in a similar manner if not technically distributed pursuant to the policy, within 90 days. The Office proposes this adjustment to make copyright owners whole for any distributions the MLC made based on an erroneous interpretation and application of current law.

List of Subjects in 37 CFR Part 210

Copyright, Phonorecords, Recordings.

Proposed Regulations
For the reasons set forth in the preamble, the U.S. Copyright Office proposes amending 37 CFR part 210 as follows:

PART 210—COMPULSORY LICENSE FOR MAKING AND DISTRIBUTING PHYSICAL AND DIGITAL PHONORECORDS OF NONDRAMATIC MUSICAL WORKS

1. The authority citation for part 210 continues to read as follows:


2. Amend §210.29 by adding paragraph (b)(4) to read as follows:

§210.29 Reporting and distribution of royalties to copyright owners by the mechanical licensing collective.

(b) * * *

(4)(i) Subject to 17 U.S.C. 115(d)(3)(J), the copyright owner of a musical work (or share thereof) as of the last day of a monthly reporting period in which such musical work is used pursuant to a blanket license is entitled to all royalty payments and other distributable amounts (e.g., accrued interest), including any subsequent adjustments, for the uses of that musical work occurring during that monthly reporting period. As used in the previous sentence, the term uses means all covered activities engaged in under blanket licenses as reported by blanket licensees to the mechanical licensing collective. The derivative works exception contained in 17 U.S.C. 203(b)(1) and 304(c)(6)(A) does not apply to any blanket license and no individual or entity may be construed as the copyright owner of a musical work (or share thereof) used pursuant to a blanket license based on such exception.

(ii) The mechanical licensing collective shall not distribute royalties in a manner inconsistent with paragraph (b)(4)(i) of this section, unless directed to do so in writing by the copyright owner identified in paragraph (b)(4)(i) of this section or by the mutual written agreement of the parties to an ownership dispute. The mechanical licensing collective shall immediately repeal its “Notice and Dispute Policy: Statutory Terminations.” No later than [90 DAYS AFTER DATE OF PUBLICATION OF THE FINAL RULE], the mechanical licensing collective shall adjust all royalties and other amounts distributed pursuant to that policy or in a similar manner so as to be consistent with paragraph (b)(4)(i) of this section.

Dated: October 19, 2022.

Suzanne V. Wilson,
General Counsel and Associate Register of Copyrights.
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